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Abstract: Big Data is the relationship of data size and its processing speed. These are so big and complex that traditional data processing
software is inadequate. These days it’s a high challenge to construct architecture to take out information cost-effectively from huge, volume of
data at remarkable rate. So, there is a need to find economical and valuable solutions for the major challenges of fatly growing volume and
concern. Through this paper, we can become proficient in big data analytics, its tools and application areas. It also presents uncertainty issues
related to Big Data for which the solution we provided by combining fuzzy and neural network concepts to assemble a new intelligent system
ANFIS that has brought together tendency to get the results by relating knowledge representation, uncertainty and modelling the key feature of
big data to provide a superlative solution.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last two decades we can find repository of data to be
generated digitally on the web, social networking sites, from
mobile devices or online transactions. Data is complex and
making it useful information is the main concern to make it
acceptable and appreciated by users or learners. Prepare the
huge data sets to make meaning out of it is the main task in big
data. These enormous amounts of data sets are increasing with
passage of time at a great vast scale that are generally petabytes
and zettabytes to exabytes thus known as Big Data.
The 5V’s essential characteristics of Big data i.e. volume,
velocity, variety, value and veracity.
Data is developed from various sources in a massive amount
and flowing progressively generating some appropriate
business insights in a protected aspect.
This massive volume is categorized into 3 categories
specifically
• Structured data having SQL databases that can be text or
integer values that are specific to them.

Data is often shared or separated and replicas are made on
each system to avoid breakdown but it increases duplicity. It
was Google who recognized the significance of Big data. The
aim of this program is to deposit the significant report from
huge load data sets effortlessly and removing storage, fault
tolerance and scalability issues and thus guiding it to benefit in
the market for profit making.
Encapsulating diverse and composite data from different
range and securing the condition of data for operating
compulsory task by machines is an important factor. Data is
burst in a extensive form, this huge density data needs to be
figure out and put into use.
II.

BIG DATA ANALYTICS

Big data inquiry is defined to be a channel of
Acquisition, extraction, cleaning, integration, aggregation
and visualization, analysis and modeling; and interpretation as
shown in Figure 1

• Unstructured data cannot be fixed into relational database
schemas. Webpages, PDF files, PowerPoint presentations,
emails, document files are some of the examples that fall
into this class.
• Semi structured data constitute of both the structured as
well as unstructured data. Word processing software,
NoSQL databases, weblogs and social media feeds.
It is difficult to reserve and consider huge datasets using
normal software tools. Now these days’ new technology are
possible to take care of this Big Data. Big Data administration
is now a challenging technology for new generation.
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Figure 1

Phases of big data analysis [13]
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Previously, all the effort in big data analytics was based on
negotiable database which has been switched to unstructured or
semi structured datasets based on data mining and machine
learning techniques.
III.

APPLICATION AREAS

There are many assumption of Big data in day to day life that
has made changes and discovery grown in this real world. It is
meant on researchers, patients, business tycoons, government,
and stakeholders.
In Health department, there is enormous amount of data stored
regarding patient’s medical data including test reports,
prescriptions, follow ups that are recorded by the medical
practitioners. Correlating the medical history of patients with
the drug manufacturing companies is complex. In Security,
activities related to criminal activities can be predicted using
big data analysis by detecting fraud transactions in banks and to
halt terrorists plans by various security agencies. Net surfing,
online shopping, making social networks on web is a big source
for big data analytics. It provides maximum utilization of data
on the web these days and thus creating issues for managing it.
By using real time traffic information, there will be ease of
traffic management and optimized route can be profound using
advanced analytics. Anything that includes transaction in result
of various operations conducted on web takes the picture of
trading. Along with that, taking log of all the transactions and
maintaining it requires analytics. There are various big data
algorithms driven for trading for the benefit of financial traders
[15]
IV.

name “MapReduce” where first mapping is done and then
reducing the data sets. The basic idea is to divide the clusters
into sub clusters and after applying MapReduce combining
them to get the results. It has master /slave architecture [12]
with one master node and several slave nodes managed by it.
Each node of cluster is broken down into key/value pairs. [4]
The different phases included in it are
•
•
•

Different ways have been implemented by Google for
possessing work in the field of Big data. Usage of thousand
bunch of machines for scalability has not work as it was
supposed due to malfunctioning of machines[6][10][11]
Programs are robotically parallelized due to the abstraction
designed for simplifying the untidy representation of the
computation because of the huge complications faced by the
system [7]
So, the idea of key/value pairs was anticipated which worked
well for even large amount of data.
In Map
Two defined tuples act as input which generates
intermediate values by emitting each value individually
after that acts as input for reduce stage

Map(key,value) list(key,Intermediate(values))
Emit Intermediate(value,“1”)[11]

TOOLS

In Reduce
All the values which are output of map stage in list
form are processed in parallel and combined values
are generated

To cope with the situation various technologies are
introduced namely Hadoop, Map Reduce which again follows
distributed file system.
A. Hadoop
An open source Java framework technology and library
proposed by Apache Software Foundation was created by Goug
Cutting[8] and Mike Cafarella in 2005 which act as distributed
search Engine Project named as Hadoop (Highly Archived
Distributed Object Oriented Programming).[3] The technology
is built with the aim of processing large data sets with several
servers to work in a distributed manner and achieve benefit of
cost, time and storage efficiency. It is a tool that can handle
hundreds and thousands of computers with fault tolerance and
scalability detection. [1]
A single cluster of Hadoop contains one Master node and
multiple slave nodes.[9] The master node consists of Data
node, Name node, Job Tracker and Task Tracker where slave
node acts as both a TaskTracker and Data node, each having
their tasks for handling structured as well as unstructured data.
Hadoop distributed file system is a file system which is
highly fault tolerant and works on low cost hardware. The size
of node ranges from 64 Megabytes to Gigabytes values. With
high bandwidth clustered storage architecture reduces data loss.
But it has the risk of data access, theft as the data is replicated
on several nodes, so security aspects increase to protect it from
breaches. [3]
B. Map Reduce
A simple parallel programming model for computation on
large clusters for substantial scalability of thousands of servers
and processing huge data sets. The working is signified by its
© 2015-19, IJARCS All Rights Reserved

sorting,
partitioning and
combining values

List (key,Intermediate(value))list(values)

Figure 2: Map reduce data flow with multiple reducer
V.

UNCERTAINTY AND HETEROGENEITY OF BIG
DATA

Uncertainty is the term for inappropriate and abnormal data
which may lead to incorrect
classification of system . There are various factors involved for
its existence and in a variety of forms as of dimension errors,
noise, processing issues or faulty data management.
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In big data, uncertainty can be caused due to large volume of
data, miscellaneous and ever changing sources of data,
unstructured and different data formats [20].Anything below
100% is uncertain for scientists and researchers so it is vital to
toil uncertainty for decision making.
Veracity plays an important role in dealing with uncertainty
aspect. Monte-Carlo sampling is one of the ways to deal with
uncertainty in spatial.
Different ways to tackle uncertainty are to construct optimized
algorithms and use advanced mathematics for calculation of
probabilistic distributions [21]

VI.

Expert knowledge and fuzzy systems to represent big data ,
neural network for making if and then rules and change
input/output membership function to progress the overall
performance of the system.[18] to analyze output by
ANFIS(Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System) in MATLAB
by using the datasets in which 3 inputs are applied and one
output is produced where ANFIS perform as a classifier with
inputs Uncrtn , Krep ,Mod respectively.

To solve complex machine learning problem a technique of
combining Fuzzy System Neural network for big data came
into existence named as ANFIS. This collective intelligence
system plays crucial role by combining feature of both system
and removes some of the limitations of each other by using
few artificial intelligence technique and algorithm which
makes system performance very well.
Table 1. Comparison between Neuro and fuzzy logic
Fuzzy System

Neural Network

RESULTS

Figure 4. Generating Fuzzy Neuro Output
Here, Uncertainty and Modeling are provided with values Yes
if the value is Taken Else No. And Knowledge representation
has three levels designated by Poor, Good and Excellent.
Working

Interpretable

Yes

No

Fault Tolerance

No

Yes

Knowledge depiction

Yes

No

Learning capability

No

Yes

Explanation capability

Yes

No

The data sets are applied with rules to generate Neuro Fuzzy
output that will give result 1, only if Uncertainty and Modeling
gives input as Yes.

Figure 5. Using dataset to prepare rules

In Table 1 it is understandable that Neural network have the
learning capability, fault tolerance and uncertainty tolerance
while Fuzzy inference systems are very apt for information
representation, interpretability as well as explanation and
analysis of data.. But they both gives good results in
uncertainty tolerance, adaptability and imprecision tolerance.
It is completely human network with set of rules and contain
multiple layers. Its motive is to borrow learning capability
from neural network and put it into fuzzy system, that is,
superimposition of fuzzy over neural network so the fuzzy
inference system behaves similar to neural network and thus
good modeling and computation is achieved. The ANFIS
architecture is shown in figure 3

Membership function plots are produced from the training data
set as an important role in the network. An inappropriate choice
of membership functions can lead to erroneous
descriptions.[19] The learning algorithm works in offline mode
to check the error rate. We have used a supervised learning
system that is Mamdani Neuro-fuzzy system. The Membership
function plots are shown in figure 6. Here, Membership
functions are plotted w.r.t each input and its corresponding
output

(a)

Figure 3. Architecture of ANFIS
© 2015-19, IJARCS All Rights Reserved
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(b)

Figure 8 Surface Viewing of Adaptive Fuzzy Neuro System
Figure 8 shows the surface view of the output generated by
applying Fuzzy Neuro logic on Uncertainty, Knowledge
Representation and Modeling.

VII. CONCLUSION
(c)

(d)
Figure 6 Membership function plots (a) Uncertainty (b) Knowledge
Representation (c) Modeling (d) Fuzzy Neuro

Fuzzy Inference system is a framework based on if-then rules
and fuzzy reasoning. Neural network is based on feed forward
and approximation method. The combination of fuzzy
inference system and soft computing techniques like neural
network provides a good solution for solving big data
problems.
The experimental results show that fuzzy rules are
implemented on training set to eradicate uncertainty and
resolve complex machine learning algorithm. Keeping this
thing in mind we have provided an adaptive supervised
learning Mamdani type of fuzzy inference system as a
solution in this paper by taking the benefit of learning
capability with the power of fault tolerance and
explanation competence. Membership function plots
generated from training data sets plays an important role
to represent different parameters and generate its surface
view. The expert knowledge In future, we can think about
constructing
high
performance
and
accurate
computational model of Sugeno-type for big data and we
can also compare our system with the proposed model.
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